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Abstract
Purpose: To introduce an iterative kernel low-rank algorithm to recover free-breathing and ungated car-
diac MR data from a spiral sequence without explicit k-space navigators.
Methods: The data is acquired continuously over 8-16 seconds per slice without ECG gating or breath
holding using a golden-angle gradient echo spiral sequence. The reconstruction scheme relies on the
manifold structure of the dynamic data to recover it from the highly undersampled measurements. An
iterative kernel low-rank algorithm is introduced to estimate the manifold structure of the images, or
equivalently the manifold Laplacian matrix, from the central k-space regions, which are acquired by the
spiral sequence with a higher density. This approach eliminates the need for explicit k-space navigators
to estimate the manifold Laplacian, unlike previous manifold methods, thus improving sampling effi-
ciency. We have validated our scheme using simulated data. We also have demonstrated the preliminary
utility of the scheme using in-vivo data from six volunteers.
Results: The experiments on simulated data show that the proposed SToRM:Iterative scheme yields
results comparable to STORM:Self-Nav (SER=31.1± 1.09 dB vs 30.44± 1.5 dB, SSIM=0.989± 0.029
vs 0.977 ± 0.028). Both SToRM schemes yield significantly improved performance compared to clas-
sical low-rank methods (SER=18.96 ± 0.31 dB, SSIM=0.807 ± 0.35). The qualitative comparisons
on in-vivo data show reduced spatial and temporal blurring compared to classical low-rank methods
and XD-GRASP. The comparison of peak systolic and diastolic areas estimated from SToRM:Iterative
(790±50/359±14 and SToRM:Self-Nav (802±40/348±18) to a breath-held study (815±36/362±13))
shows reasonable agreement. The experiments also demonstrate the preliminary utility of the scheme in
providing left ventricular (LV) and right ventricular (RV) functional estimates in inspiration and expira-
tion; our results on normal subjects show that the peak RV volumes at peak inspiration and expiration
are 115.1ml and 109 ml respectively, which suggests that RV filling is around 5% more in inspiration.
Likewise, we observe that peak LV volumes at peak inspiration/expiration are 119.6/123.1 ml, which
suggests that LV filling is around 2.8% lower at peak inspiration.
Conclusion: The proposed SToRM scheme, which uses an iterative kernel low-rank algorithm to esti-
mate the manifold structure of the images from spiral acquisitions without k-space navigators (SToRM:Iterative)
yields results comparable to the STORM:Self-Nav method which requires k-space navigators. The pre-
liminary study also shows the ability of the proposed framework to yield functional estimates that are
comparable to the breath-held studies.
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INTRODUCTION
Breath-held cine MRI is an integral part of clinical cardiac exams and is widely used for the anatomical and
functional assessment of the heart. Diagnostic cine images require breath holding to achieve high spatial
and temporal resolution, and it is often challenging for children, patients with heart failure, and patients
with respiratory complications such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) (1). In addition,
multiple breath-holds along with intermittent pauses also prolong the scan time, adversely impacting patient
comfort and compliance. The scans from different slices may also suffer from inconsistencies between
breath-held positions (2). Cardiac cine MRI has been the subject of extensive research in the recent past.
Classical approaches, which are used in current clinical practice, include parallel MRI, where the diversity
of coil sensitives are exploited to reduce the breath-hold duration. Recent approaches further improve the
performance by additionally exploiting the structure of x-f space (3–5), sparsity (6, 7), low-rank property (8–
11), learned dictionaries (12), motion-compensated methods (13), and kernel low-rank methods (14). When
the subjects cannot hold their breath, a standard alternative is a real-time imaging that does not require breath
holding or ECG gating. However, these approaches have been shown to sacrifice spatial and/or temporal
resolution (15–17). Another approach is the use of diaphragmatic navigators, which restricts the acquisition
to images in the specific respiratory phase (18–20). The drawbacks of these schemes include respiratory
gating efficiency and variability in the scan time due to respiratory patterns. Several groups of methods that
rely on radial acquisitions were introduced in recent years to estimate the cardiac and respiratory phases from
the central k-space regions using band-pass filtering (21). These methods usually require careful selection of
receive coil elements to obtain self-gating signals since each coil has different sensitivity to cardiac motion
and respiratory motion. The data is then binned to the respective phases, followed by reconstruction using
compressed sensing (21, 22) or low-rank tensor methods (23). Methods that rely on respiratory motion
compensation followed by binning have also been introduced to improve computational efficiency (24, 25).
A challenge with these approaches is the dependency on the phase estimation using band-pass filtering that
relies on cardiac and respiratory rates, which may degrade in the presence of irregular respiratory motion or
arrhythmia (26, 27). In addition, since they rely on the explicit segmentation of the data into their respective
phases, the applicability of these schemes for arrhythmia (28) or for non-cardiac applications (e.g, speech)
is not straightforward.
We recently introduced the smoothness regularization on manifold (SToRM) approach, which enables
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ungated cardiac cine imaging in the free-breathing mode using radial acquisitions (26, 29). The SToRM al-
gorithm assumes that the images in a free-breathing and ungated dataset lie on a smooth and low-dimensional
manifold, parameterized by a few variables (e.g. cardiac and respiratory phases). We note that the smooth
manifold/surface model is a non-linear generalization of linear subspace/low-rank models; the ability of the
model to represent the dynamic dataset more efficiently than subspace models translates to reduced blurring
in free-breathing applications with extensive cardiac and respiratory motion (26, 29). The manifold prior
facilitates the implicit sharing of data between images in the dataset that have similar cardiac or respiratory
phases, which is an alternative to explicit motion-resolved strategies (21–23). While this approach does not
perform explicit binning of data as in other studies (21–23), it still exploits the similarity of images in the
time series and can be viewed as a soft-binning strategy; a particular image is not assigned to any phase, but
the inter-frame weights indicate the similarity of the image with other images in the time series. Since the
framework does not require the associated complex processing steps that assume the periodicity of the car-
diac/respiratory motion, it is readily applicable to several dynamic applications, including speech imaging
as shown in previous work (29) and cardiac applications involving arrhythmia.
Our previous implementation, which we refer to as SToRM:Self-Nav, relied on explicit radial k-space
navigators to estimate the manifold structure. Specifically, a few radial spokes with the same orientations
are played out periodically, which are analyzed by a kernel low-rank algorithm to estimate the manifold
Laplacian (26). A challenge with the navigator-based radial acquisition used in SToRM (29) is the relatively
low sampling efficiency, resulting from the time to acquire multiple navigator spokes per image. In this
work, we generalize the SToRM algorithm to recover free-breathing and ungated cardiac MRI data from a
variable-density spiral gradient echo (GRE) acquisition. Our primary hypothesis is that the SToRM:Iterative
algorithm, which estimates the manifold Laplacian matrix from central k-space regions from the spiral
readouts, provides reconstructions that are comparable in quality to breath-held cine and the SToRM:Self-
Nav scheme, which estimates the manifold Laplacian from k-space navigators.
METHODS
The SToRM framework relies on the manifold structure of images in the real-time cardiac MRI. The main
focus of this work is to extend the SToRM framework with explicit k-space self-gating navigators to a
navigator-free setting, which increases the sampling efficiency. The proposed navigator-free SToRM algo-
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rithm is enabled by the variable density sampling offered by the spiral gradient echo (GRE) acquisition.
The GRE acquisition is free from banding artifacts and does not require additional frequency scouts, which
are needed to minimize banding artifacts in steady state free precession (SSFP) sequences on 3T scanners.
In comparison to the navigated radial acquisition scheme in earlier work(29), the spiral acquisition scheme
offers higher sampling efficiency and signal-to-noise ratio. In addition, we propose to exploit the central
k-space regions that are relatively more highly sampled than the radial settings, which would eliminate the
need for navigator-based acquisition to determine the Laplacian matrix. We now briefly describe the SToRM
framework before introducing its extension to the navigator-free setting.
Overview of SToRM framework (29)
The SToRM scheme models the images in the dataset as points on a low-dimensional smooth manifold
in high-dimensional space, which is equal to the number of pixels in each image. The SToRM relies on
minimizing a smoothness prior on the manifold of images xi in the time series to exploit this structure:
∫
M
‖∇x‖2 ≈ 1
2
k∑
i,j=1
wi,j ‖xi − xj‖2 = trace(XLXH). [1]
The above metric is essentially the Tikhonov smoothness of the points x on the manifold. The weights wi,j
specify the neighborhood structure on the points/images, or equivalently the similarity between images in
the dataset. In our previous work, we relied on 4 radial navigator spokes with the same orientation that
are played out periodically (repeated every 10 spokes) to estimate the weights wi,j using kernel low-rank
estimation (26, 29). These readouts were referred to as k-space navigators. The rest of the radial spokes are
played out in the golden angle view ordering. This approach allows us to have k-space measurements from
the same k-space points for each image in the dynamic dataset, one corresponding to 10 consecutive radial
spokes. Denoting k-space data from the navigator spokes at the ith image by zi, the weights are estimated
from the equation as
wij = e
− ‖zi−zj‖
2
σ2 . [2]
Note that the above computation using the exponential kernel assigns higher weights to image pairs xi and
xj , if the differences of their k-space navigators specified by ‖zi − zj‖2 indicate that they are neighbors
on the manifold. Here, σ is a parameter that controls the smoothness of the manifold. Here, X is the
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Casorati matrix, whose columns correspond to xi; i = 1, .., k. L = D −W is the Laplacian matrix. The
Laplacian matrix L is a discrete approximation of the Laplace Beltrami operator, based on the discretization
of the manifold by a connected graph; the connectivity of the graph, denoted by the weights wi,j , is a
measure of the proximity of points on the manifold. Here, D is a diagonal matrix with elements defined as
Dii =
∑
jWij . An off-diagonal entry of the Laplacian matrix is high if the corresponding pair of frames
has similar cardiac and respiratory phases, even though they may be well-separated in time.
Once L is available, SToRM performs the joint recovery of the images in the dataset by solving the
following problem:
X∗ = arg min
X
‖A(X)−B‖2F + λ trace(XLXH). [3]
Here A is the measurement operator that accounts for the multichannel spiral sampling of the columns of
X, which are the image frames.
We note that the computation of the weights as in [2] results in a fully connected graph. Each node of the
graph is connected with every other node. The sharing of data between all the images in the dataset enabled
by these weights [2] often results in oversmoothing. We had previously retained the most important N
neighbors for each node (29) to minimize oversmoothing, which may adversely affect the recovery of well-
sampled neighborhoods. We recently introduced a kernel low-rank algorithm, which is a more systematic
approach to capturing the global structure of the manifolds with higher robustness to undersampling and
subtle patient motion (26).
Manifold estimation from spiral data using kernel low-rank regularization
Note that we do not collect the data with k-space navigators (i.e, radial/spiral readouts with the same angle
periodically) to estimate the weights [2] as in SToRM. Motivated by our recent work (26), we propose
to recover the data using kernel low-rank regularization. Specifically, we model the images x1, ..xN as
high-dimensional points on a smooth manifold or surface. Specifically, the images are modeled as high-
dimensional points on a band-limited manifold, which is represented as the zero level-set (26, 30) of a
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band-limited function. We consider exponential feature maps φ(x) of the image x
φ(x) =

1
σ2‖k‖ exp
(
jkT1 x
)
...
1
σ2‖k‖ exp
(
jkTPx
)
,
 [4]
where k1, . . . ,kP are points on a discrete lattice; see work by poddar et al. (26) for details. With the
bandlimited assumption, we have shown that the exponential feature maps Φ(xi) of the images
Φ(X) =
[
φ(x1) φ(x2) . . . φ(xN ).
]
[5]
form a low-rank matrix (26). We hence propose to recover the images x1, ..xN from their undersampled
measurements as
X∗ = arg min
X
‖A(X)−B‖2F + λ1 ‖Φ(X)‖∗ + λ2
∑
i
‖x(i+1) − xi‖2︸ ︷︷ ︸
trace(XLNNXH)
. [6]
The second term is the nuclear norm of the non-linear features of the images xi, which promotes the low-
rank nature of Φ(X). As shown by Poddar et al. (26), this prior forces the feature maps Φ(xi) to a subspace,
which is equivalent to encouraging the images x to lie on smooth surfaces/manifolds. Note that this is a
non-linear generalization to classical low-rank/subspace models (10, 31), which are widely used in dynamic
imaging. The last term in [6] is a classical temporal Tikhonov regularization prior to encourage the similarity
of each image in the dataset with its immediate neighbors. λ2 is chosen as a small value to minimize abrupt
jumps in the time profile. This term exploits the prior information that the image frames in the time series
change slowly as a function of time, which the manifold based non-local prior is not capable of exploiting.
Note that the Tikhonov prior can be rewritten as trace(XLNNXH), where LNN is the matrix with block
diagonal matrix with block diagonal entries as [1,−2, 1]. If the images x1, . . . , xN lie on a smooth surface
in high dimensional space, then the matrix Φ(X) is heavily low-rank (26). Note that this is a non-linear
generalization of low-rank methods (10, 31) that are widely used in dynamic imaging applications.
The main difference of the above algorithm from past kernel low-rank methods (32) is that we do not
require the explicit evaluation of the feature maps of the images. We note that past methods (32) exploited
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the kernel low-rank structure of low dimensional signals such as voxel intensity profiles, where this explicit
evaluation of the non-linear maps feasible.
Proposed Iterative reweighted least squares (IRLS) algorithm
The direct implementation of [6] would require the non-linear mapping between the images xi and φ(xi)
and their inverse as described by nakarmi et al. (32). However, this approach is computationally infeasible
in our setting since the dimension of the feature matrix Φ(X) is too large. Hence, we propose to use an
algorithm that relies on the Gram matrix of Φ(X), denoted by K(X) = Φ(X)HΦ(X) and referred to as
the kernel matrix; this approach is known as the kernel trick in machine learning. For the specific choice of
exponential maps as in [4], we obtain the Gaussian kernel:
[K(X)]i,j = exp
(
−‖xi − xj‖
2
2σ2
)
. [7]
We propose to use the IRLS scheme with gradient linearization (26) to solve [6]. The proposed IRLS
scheme alternates between
Xi = arg min
X
‖A(X)−B‖2F + trace(X(λ1 L(i) + λ2 LNN)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Leq
XH) [8]
and update of the matrix L(i):
L(i) = D
(
W(i)
)
−W(i). [9]
Here, the weight matrix at the ith iteration is specified by
W(i) = − 1
σ2
K
(
X(i−1)
)

[
K
(
X(i−1))
)
+ γI
]− 1
2
, [10]
where K(X) is the kernel matrix in [7] and  denotes the component-wise multiplication of two matrices.
Two-step approach to improve computational efficiency
The algorithm described by [8]-[10], solves the optimization problem in [6]. The algorithm alternates be-
tween the update of the high-resolution images, specified by [8], and the update of the Laplacian matrix,
specified by [9]. The computation cost associated with this scheme is high, especially when used with a
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large number of high-resolution images. To improve computational efficiency, we propose to first recover
the low-resolution images from the central k-space samples of the high-resolution images as shown in Fig.
1. Note that the low-resolution images are still undersampled. We use the alternating scheme [8]-[10] to
recover the low-resolution images with reduced aliasing artifacts, while providing the Laplacian matrix that
is not corrupted by aliasing artifacts in the images. The smaller size of the images translates to a faster
algorithm. Once the above algorithm converges, the estimated Laplacian matrix is then used to recover the
high-resolution image frames from their undersampled measurements by solving [8] as shown in Fig. 1.
Note that this scheme is similar to the classical SToRM scheme (29), with the exception that the Laplacian
is obtained from central k-space regions using an iterative kernel low-rank minimization rather than using an
exponential kernel from navigators. Since we do not alternate between the Laplacian update and the image
update in the high-resolution setting, we obtain a fast algorithm.
Datasets
We use the following datasets for the experimental evaluation of the proposed algorithm:
Simulated Dataset: A retrospective ECG-gated, breath-held cardiac MRI is used to create simulated un-
gated, free-breathing data, as described in by Zhao et al.(8). The ground truth breath-held dataset is warped
in space and time to mimic respiratory motion and temporally varying heart rate. The deformed datasets are
combined to form an image sequence with multiple cardiac cycles. This free-breathing dataset has a reason-
able amount of inter-frame motion due to respiratory dynamics. The dataset has 200 phase encodings, 256
samples per readout, and 256 temporal frames. This simulated dataset enables the quantitative comparison
of methods, especially in the free-breathing setting where ground truth is not available.
In-vivo Datasets: Cardiac data were collected in the free-breathing mode from six volunteers using a golden
angle spiral trajectory. All acquisitions except one were performed on a 3T scanner (MAGNETOM Prisma,
Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany). One dataset was acquired on the GE 3T scanner. Image datasets
were acquired using the standard body phased-array RF coil. Subjects included two females (age: 25 and
27) and four males (age: 20-30) with short axis view cine data. The institutional review board at the local
institution approved all the in-vivo acquisitions, and written consent was obtained from all subjects. The se-
quence parameters were: TR/TE= 7.8 ms, FOV= 320 mm, Base resolution= 256, Bandwidth= 390 Hz/pixel,
flip angle= 15 degrees, slice thickness= 8 mm. Dual-density spirals were generated using a Fermi function
with a k-space density of 0.2x Nyquist for the first 20% of the trajectory and an ending density of 0.02x
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Nyquist (33). The specific equation is complex, there fore, we have added a single spiral interleaf figure S1
in the supplementary material. The spirals were continuously acquired with rotation of the trajectory by the
golden angle between spirals. Off-resonance effects were minimized by using a short spiral readout dura-
tion (5 ms) and by using the vendor-provided cardiac shim routine. Post-acquisition, five spirals per frame
were binned to obtain the temporal resolution of 40 ms. For multi-slice data, we have collected 10 slices
from apex to base to cover the whole heart (slice thickness= 8mm). The parameters of our reconstruction
algorithm were manually optimized on one dataset and kept fixed for rest of the datasets: λ1=0.01, λ2=1e-5,
σ = 4.5, and λ=0.025.
Imaging Experiments
All the results were generated using a single node of a high-performance Argon Cluster at the University of
Iowa, equipped with an Intel Xeon CPU with 28 Cores at 2.40 GHz with 128 GB of memory running on
Red Hat Linux MATLAB R2016b. The reconstruction time of the proposed method was between 8 and 10
minutes.
Coil selection and compression: We acquired the dataset using 34 coils, out of which some that had low
sensitivities in the region/slice of interest were excluded. We used an automatic algorithm to pre-select the
10 best coil images that provided the best signal to noise ratio in the heart region; we observed that removing
the unreliable coils resulted in improved reconstructions (25). This algorithm binned the k-space data from
several images to recover the low-resolution coil images. We then used PCA-based coil combination using
SVD such that the approximation error was < 5%. In most cases, we noted that 5-6 coils were sufficient to
bring the approximation error to < 5%. The coil sensitivity maps were estimated from these coil-combined
virtual channels using the method designed by Walsh et al. (34) and assumed to be constant over time.
Our experiments (not included in the paper) show that this coil combination has minimal impact on image
quality. The main motivation for the combination was to reduce the footprint of the algorithm to fit it on our
GPU device, which significantly reduced the computational complexity.
Performance Metrics: We used four quantitative metrics to compare our method against the existing schemes:
• Signal to Error Ratio (SER):
SER = 20 log10
||x orig||2
||xorig − xrec||2 , [11]
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where || · ||2 donates the `2 norm, and xorig and xrec denote the original and the reconstructed images,
respectively.
• Normalized High Frequency Error (HFEN) (35): This measures the quality of fine features, edges,
and spatial blurring in the images and is defined as:
HFEN = 20 log10
||LoG(xorig)||2
||LoG(xorig)− LoG(xrec)||2 , [12]
where LoG is a Laplacian of Gaussian filter that captures edges. We use the same filter specifications
as in Ravishankar et al. (35): kernel size of 15 × 15 pixels, with a standard deviation of 1.5.
• The Structural Similarity index (SSIM) is a perceptual metric introduced by Wang et al. (36). We
used the toolbox introduced by Wang et al. (36): with default contrast values, Gaussian kernel size of
11 × 11 pixels with a standard deviation of 1.5 pixels.
• Global phase coherence (GPC) index (37) provides a measure of image sharpness by estimating the
volume of all possible phase functions associated with the measured modulus, which produces images
that are not less likely than the original image. The likelihood is measured with the total variation
implicit prior, and is numerically evaluated using a Monte-Carlo simulation. We used the toolbox
introduced by Blanchet et al. (37) to compute this index for our images.
Higher values of the above-mentioned performance metrics correspond to better reconstruction, except for
the HFEN, where a lower value is better.
Algorithms for comparisons
We demonstrate the two-step recovery scheme in Fig 2. Specifically, we show the recovered zero-filled low-
resolution images corresponding to a different number of iterations of the kernel low-rank regularization,
which alternates between [9] and [8].
We have used both simulated and in-vivo data to compare the following algorithms:
• SToRM: Iterative (Proposed): The manifold Laplacian is estimated iteratively by alternating between
the estimation of the Laplacian matrix and the update of the images on the low-resolution data. Once
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the Laplacian is obtained, the high-resolution images are recovered by solving [8] using all the k-space
samples.
• SToRM: SENSE: In this method, we estimate the Laplacian matrix from the CG-SENSE reconstruc-
tions of the central k-space regions. The manifold Laplacian is recovered from these low-resolution
images. This Laplacian matrix is then used to recover the high-resolution images by solving [8] from
all the k-space samples.
• SToRM: Self-Nav (26): The manifold Laplacian is recovered from the self-gating navigators acquired
in k-space, followed by [8] using all the k-space samples.
• XD-GRASP (21): This self-gated strategy estimates the cardiac and respiratory phases from the center
sample of k-space regions (21). It estimates the cardiac and respiratory signals by filtering the central
regions with different band-pass filters, each corresponding to the cardiac and respiration frequencies.
We used the author-provided MATLAB code for XD-GRASP implementation (21).
• Low-Rank (8–11): The image time series is recovered by nuclear norm minimization. The nuclear
norm minimization approach models the images as points living on a subspace.
RESULTS
The illustrations in Fig. 2 show the benefit of the iterative strategy in SToRM:Iterative. The first column
shows the SToRM: SENSE, where the Laplacian is estimated from SENSE reconstructions. Specifically,
the Laplacian is estimated from (a), which is the SENSE reconstruction of the central k-space regions.
(d) is the high-resolution reconstruction using this Laplacian and all of the k-space data. We observe that
this approach results in low-resolution reconstruction with residual aliasing artifacts. With the SENSE
reconstruction in (a) and the Laplacian estimated from it as the initial guess, the kernel low-rank algorithm
was run with a different number of iterations as shown in (b) and (c) on the central k-space regions. The
Laplacian matrices estimated from them were used to obtain the high resolution reconstructions shown in
(e) and (f), respectively. We note that the image quality improves significantly with iterations, as expected.
In particular, the Laplacian estimated from the fifth iteration yields improved reconstructions with reduced
artifacts in the liver regions and minimal myocardial blurring.
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The comparison of the SToRM algorithms, which differ in the way the manifold Laplacian is estimated
as described above, is shown in Fig. 3. The data was acquired by a variable density spiral sequence with
k-space navigators. In SToRM: Self-gating navigator, k-space navigators are used to estimate the Laplacian
matrix, whereas in the SToRM: iterative approach, we estimate the Laplacian matrix from the central k-
space region, excluding navigator data. In the SToRM: SENSE method, the Laplacian matrix is estimated
using the SENSE reconstruction of the central k-space data without navigators. All the parameters used in
estimating the Laplacian matrix are separately tuned for each method, whereas the parameters used in the
final reconstruction are the same for all three methods. We have also included the navigator data in the final
reconstruction. We observe that SToRM: Iterative provides comparable visual image quality to the SToRM:
Self-Nav. By contrast, the SToRM-SENSE reconstructions are observed to provide reconstructions with
residual blurring, as seen in Fig. 2 for a different dataset. Specifically, the Laplacian estimated from the
poor-quality SENSE reconstructions translates to poor reconstructions. Table 1, shows that the proposed
method gives better results quantitatively. We used four metrics (SER, SSIM, HFEN, GPC) to evaluate the
performance.
Fig. 4 shows the performance comparison between the proposed SToRM:Iterative, low-rank, and SToRM:
SENSE methods on the numerical phantom dataset, while the quantitative results are shown in Table 1. We
observe that the proposed scheme significantly reduces the spatial and temporal blurring compared to the
low-rank scheme, which demonstrates the ability of the kernel low-rank algorithm in capturing non-linear
redundancies. The error images also show the significantly reduced errors associated with the proposed
scheme. These visual observations are also confirmed by the quantitative results in Table 1.
The comparison of the proposed SToRM:Iterative against the low-rank and the SToRM:SENSE algo-
rithm is shown in Fig 5, in the context of experimental data. Since no ground truth is available, the regular-
ization parameters were hand-tuned to yield the best possible results for each algorithm. We optimized the
parameters for one dataset. These parameters (λ1 = 0.01, λ2 = 1e− 5 and λ = 0.025) are then used for the
subsequent reconstructions. We have picked three frames (end-diastole, mid-frame, end-systole) from the
image series to show the spatial quality of the proposed method as compared to the low-rank method and
SToRM: SENSE, where the Laplacian matrix is estimated from SENSE reconstructions. The fourth column
of Fig. 5 shows the temporal profiles. We observe that the proposed scheme provides better visual quality
with reduced spatial and temporal blurring when compared to the low-rank method and SToRM: SENSE
scheme.
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We compare the proposed scheme against the XD-GRASP algorithm in Figs. 6 - 9. Since XD-GRASP
and the proposed scheme use different reconstruction methodologies, we illustrate the results in two ways.
In Fig. 6, we display the reconstructed images in the different cardiac and respiratory phases in the bottom
rows, which are identified by XD-GRASP. We create a cine movie by picking each image in the time series
from the XD-GRASP reconstructions depending on the specified cardiac and respiratory phase; the time
profile in the top row corresponds to a cut along the myocardium identified by the blue line in one of the
images. We also display the rows of the weight matrix W corresponding to two frames, identified by the
yellow and red arrows in the top right columns. As discussed earlier, the weights indicate the similarity
of the specific frame with other frames in the dataset. The top row in Fig. 6.a shows the temporal profile
of XD-GRASP, while the corresponding temporal profiles of the proposed scheme are shown in Fig. 6.b.
We note that the cardiac and respiratory phases identified by XD-GRASP are roughly in agreement with
the motion patterns in the temporal profiles of the proposed scheme in Fig. 6.b. However, the motion
patterns in the temporal profiles in XD-GRASP appear attenuated. We also observe sharp transitions in
contrast between frames from different cardiac/respiratory phases. The top rows of Fig. 6.(b) show the
weights corresponding to two frames in end inspiration and end expiration, respectively. Note that the
weight patterns agree reasonably well visually with the identified cardiac respiratory phases. The weights
indicate soft-binning of the phases offered by the proposed scheme. The bottom rows of Fig. 6 show the
reconstructed images arranged in the cardiac and respiratory phases, which were identified using the self-
gating strategy in XD-GRASP. We note that similar binning can be performed using the eigenvectors of the
Laplacian matrix as shown by Poddar et al. (26). Fig. 6.a shows the recovered images using XD-GRASP,
while Fig. 6.b corresponds to the proposed method. We note that some of the phase images are blurred
in the XD-GRASP reconstructions. These phases correspond to the poorly sampled cardiac and respiratory
phases. The soft-binning offered by the weighting strategy allows for more data-sharing between the phases,
resulting in reduced myocardial blurring and improved fidelity of the temporal profiles.
The zoomed versions of the reconstructions of a cardiac cycle from two subjects, obtained using XD-
GRASP and SToRM:Iterative, are shown in Fig.7. We note that the temporal profiles are roughly matching.
The proposed scheme exhibits reduced temporal blurring. Similarly, the comparison of the spatial frames
also demonstrates the reduced blurring offered by the soft-binning strategy.
The ability of the SToRM:Iterative, XD-GRASP, SToRM: Self Nav to provide assessment of ventricular
cavity size across the cardiac cycle, which is one of the main objectives of cine imaging, is studied in Fig.
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8. The data was acquired with navigated acquisition. The navigators are not included in the estimation
of the Laplacian matrix in the STORM:Iterative method. Here, the area curves obtained from breath-held
SSFP cine data is used as the gold standard. All the results are in the end-expiration respiration phase.
Specifically, we manually identified the cardiac cycle from the SToRM reconstructions and XD-GRASP
results that closely matched the one in the breath-held data. The images are segmented to obtain the area
vs time plots, which are also shown in Fig. 8. As only one slice per subject was available, we compared
time-area curves as a surrogate for time-volume curves. We selected three frames (end-diastole, mid-frame,
end-systole) from the image series to show the spatial quality, which can be compared to the breath-held
cine images on the top. The proposed scheme provides similar visual quality to the breath-held acquisitions,
whereas the XD-GRASP images exhibit some residual blurring. The comparison of the SToRM-Iterative
and XD-GRASP areas in (d) shows that both methods reasonably agree with the breath-held measurements,
with some variations as indicated by the error bars and dV/dt plot in (e). The XD-GRASP segmentation
show mild under-estimation and over-estimation of the areas in diastole and systole, respectively. The
comparisons of SToRM:Iterative and SToRM: Self Nav are shown in (d) and (e) and are more or less in
good agreement.
We studied the variation of the volume curves with respiratory phase in Fig. 9. Specifically, we identified
a cardiac cycle in the ’end-inspiration’ and ’end-expiration’ phases, respectively. The images were manually
segmented, including the papillary muscles. Additional results are available in the supporting information
Figure S2, Figure S3, Figure S4, Figure S5 and Video S1.
DISCUSSION
We introduced an iterative spiral-SToRM framework for the recovery of free-breathing and ungated cardiac
images from 2-D spiral acquisition. The framework assumes the images to be on a smooth manifold and
relies on a manifold smoothness prior to recover the dataset. The main difference of this scheme from our
prior work (29) is the use of an iterative kernel low-rank algorithm for the estimation of the Laplacian from
undersampled data. The proposed approach eliminates the need for explicit k-space navigators and instead
relies on variable-density spiral acquisitions, where the central k-space regions are acquired with higher
sampling density. To improve computational efficiency, we rely on a two-step strategy. In the first step, we
estimate low-resolution reconstructions as well as the Laplacian from the central k-space region with higher
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density using a kernel low-rank optimization scheme. Once the Laplacian is estimated, we solve for the
high-resolution image from the entire k-space data using the manifold Laplacian. We also approximate the
Laplacian using a few basis functions, which reduces the computational complexity and memory demand
of the algorithm by an order of magnitude. We observe that the iterative SToRM approach recovers 2D cine
images with reduced spatial and temporal blurring in a short free-breathing self-gated acquisition, compared
to low-rank and explicit binning strategies.
The gradient echo (GRE) acquisition scheme may have a few advantages for simplifying 3T cine imag-
ing, even though SSFP sequences are typically used for cine imaging. The longer repetition time (TR) in the
spiral trajectory provides inflow-enhancement of the LV blood pool; the resulting contrast is similar to the
Cartesian SSFP imaging as compared to the shorter TR Cartesian GRE imaging. Furthermore, the spoiled
GRE-based approach used for acquisition is robust to banding artifacts, which SSFP methods are vulnerable
to, without any frequency scout requirement. In addition, GRE schemes are less sensitive to eddy current
artifacts caused by the large angular increment of the golden angle ordering (38). With 16 seconds per slice,
the whole heart can be imaged in 3 minutes. The difference in blood pool-myocardium contrast between
diastole and systole seen in SToRM:Iterative are due to inflow effects associated with GRE acquisitions.
Specifically, the blood entering the slice in diastole has a different inflow amount of blood compared to
the one staying within the ventricle from diastole to systole. The saturation of the protons resulting from
repeated RF excitations results in decay of contrast closer to systole. We conjecture that the dark rims are
caused by cardiac motion and Gibbs ringing in variable density spiral-based acquisitions. Salerno et al.
(39) demonstrated similar effects in simulations. However, more work is needed to fully understand the
cause. The spiral-based acquisitions may become more sensitive to off-resonance artifacts as the readout
duration increases. We did not experience significant blurring in our scans with readout durations of 5 ms.
Off-resonance correction strategies may be used to further reduce blurring. Another challenge with GRE
based acquisition compared to the traditional SSFP approach is the lower SNR. This problem is partially
mitigated by the use of longer TR and higher flip angles.
The proposed method produces a series of ungated images in different respiratory phases; images from
matching respiratory phases from different slices can be combined post-reconstruction for the estimation
of functional parameters. This approach may reduce errors due to mismatches in breath-holding locations,
which is often a problem with breath-held cine. Our results also show the preliminary utility of the scheme
in the estimation of functional parameters in both expiration and inspiration. This approach may be useful in
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studies on patients with heart failure, pulmonary hypertension, or pericardial constriction. The data can also
be automatically segmented into respiratory and cardiac phases post reconstruction for easy visualization of
the data, using the eigenvectors of the estimated Laplacian matrix.
Our experiments in Fig. 8 show that the proposed scheme provides less-blurred reconstructions com-
pared to XD-GRASP. As discussed previously, XD-GRASP relies on binning each image to appropriate
cardiac/respiratory phases. We note that the time spent by the heart in all of the cardiac/respiratory phases
is not equal, with some phases (e.g. mid-systolic and inspiration phases ) having significantly fewer spokes
than others. The recovery of these images from a few k-space points is significantly more challenging in
XD-GRASP, which results in the residual blurring. By contrast, the SToRM strategy relies on a soft-gating
strategy with no explicit binning. Our experiments in Fig.8 and 9 show that this approach is more robust to
residual blurring and estimation of functional parameters in such settings. The SToRM: Self-Nav and the
proposed method follow the breath-held area curve. The XD-GRASP segmentations are observed to slightly
over-estimate the area in systole, while it under estimates the area in diastole. In addition, we observe that
XD-GRASP underestimates the rapid motion of the heart during the mid-systolic phases. Similar results
were observed by Poddar et al. (26).
Our quantitative and qualitative experiments show that the SToRM:Iterative scheme provides reconstruc-
tions that are comparable in quality to SToRM:Self-Nav. Note that both methods rely on a kernel low-rank
scheme. The only difference is that the SToRM:Iterative scheme does not require explicit k-space naviga-
tors to estimate the manifold Laplacian. This approach is facilitated by the use of spiral acquisitions, which
acquire the k-space center regions with higher sampling density, and kernel low-rank regularization. We
also note that the direct estimation of the Laplacian matrix from the k-space center using SENSE, followed
by kernel low-rank regularization (SToRM:SENSE) provides poor reconstructions. This shows the benefit
of coupling reconstruction and kernel low-rank regularization.
The studies in this preliminary work to demonstrate the iterative algorithm were restricted to single
slices. To further investigate the ventricular volumes in the respiration states, whole heart studies and clinical
validation will be the focus of our future work.
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CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed an iterative SToRM algorithm (SToRM:Iterative) for the recovery of free-
breathing and ungated cardiac MRI data using spiral acquisitions with no k-space navigators. Our exper-
iments show that the proposed scheme offers performance comparable to our previous STORM:Self-Nav
method, which requires k-space navigators. Our qualitative experiments also show that the proposed scheme
provides less spatial and temporal blurring compared to low-rank methods, which do not require explicit bin-
ning to cardiac/respiratory phases, and XD-GRASP which bins the data. The preliminary study also shows
that the proposed framework provides functional estimates that are comparable to breath-held studies.
”matlab code: https://github.com/ahaseebahmed/SpiralSToRM-Iterative”
TABLE 1
Method SER SSIM HFEN GPC
Low Rank 18.68± 0.52 0.835± 0.028 0.372± 0.043 319± 65.35
SToRM: SENSE 18.96± 0.31 0.807± 0.35 0.380± 0.045 259± 111.52
SToRM: Self-Nav 31.10± 1.09 0.989± 0.029 0.044± 0.020 960± 189.1
SToRM: Iterative 30.44± 1.5 0.977± 0.028 0.041± 0.026 858± 161.9
Table 1: Quantitative comparison of the methods on simulated data in Fig. 4 using the signal to error ratio (SER),
normalized high frequency error (HFEN), structural similarity index (SSIM) and global phase coherence (GPC) met-
rics. All of these metrics are computed in a square region of interest around the cardiac region. Higher values of
the above-mentioned performance metrics correspond to better reconstruction except for the HFEN, where a lower
value is better. These comparisons show that the proposed scheme performs better than the other methods except for
SToRM: Self-Nav, where dedicated k-space navigators are used to estimate the laplacian matrix.
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Legends
Fig 1: Outline of the SToRM: Iterative method. Free breathing and ungated data is acquired using a golden angle
spiral acquisition scheme. To realize a computationally efficient algorithm, we rely on a two-step strategy; a low-
resolution dataset is first recovered, followed by the reconstruction of the high-resolution images. In the first step, we
estimate the Laplacian matrix using an iterative kernel low-rank based method from the central k-space regions, illus-
trated with a square. Note that this region is still not fully sampled; we propose to recover all the k-space samples, and
equivalently the low-resolution images, using kernel low-rank regularization. This algorithm solves [6] by an iterative
algorithm that alternates between [8] and the update of the Laplacian specified by [9]. As described in the text, this
iterative strategy yields the Laplacian matrix as a by-product. The Laplacian matrix entries describe the connectivity of
the points of the manifold, with larger weights between similar frames in the dataset. Once the Laplacian is available,
the high-resolution dataset is estimated from all of the k-space samples by solving Eq. [8].
Fig 2:Illustration of the two-step algorithm and variation of image quality with iterations. The SToRM: Iterative
algorithm relies on kernel low-rank minimization to recover the low-resolution images, and in the process estimates
the Laplacian matrix. (a) zero-filled low-resolution image, corresponding to the first iteration of the kernel low-rank
algorithm. The image is recovered using [8], where the Laplacian matrix is estimated from a SENSE recovered low-
resolution dataset. The use of this Laplacian matrix yields the high-resolution image, shown in (d). Note that both (a)
and (d) suffers from blurring artifacts, corresponding to unresolved motion. (b)&(e). High and low-resolution images
corresponding to the second iteration. (c)&(f). High and low-resolution images corresponding to the fifth iteration.
Note that the the spiral artifacts are significantly attenuated, while the image also suffers from less blurring in (b)&(d).
Red arrows are employed to pinpoint the reduction in blurring artifacts as we increase the number of iterations.
Fig 3:Comparison of different SToRM schemes SToRM:Self-Nav (29), which estimates the manifold structure
from k-space navigators the proposed SToRM-Iterative scheme, which relies on central k-space regions to estimate
the manifold structure and SToRM: SENSE, where the manifold structure is estimated from SENSE recovered central
k-space regions. Three spatial frames are shown, picked from the locations indicated in the temporal profiles with red,
green blue lines. In this experiment, we have observed that the proposed SToRM-Iterative method gives comparable
spatial and temporal quality as compare to the SToRM-Self-Nav without compromising sampling efficiency. We note
that SToRM-SENSE has significant spatial blurring, resulting from the poor estimate of the Laplacian matrix.
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Fig 4: Performance of the algorithm using a simulated short-axis cardiac cine dataset. We compare the low-rank
algorithm (b1-b3), SToRM: SENSE method (c1-c3), and the proposed method (d1-d3). Each scheme is compared
against the original dataset (a1-a3). This dynamic dataset is retrospectively undersampled using a golden angle spiral
sampling pattern. Three cardiac phases are picked from each reconstruction method and correspond to end of systolic,
mid phase, and end of diastolic as shown by red, yellow, and green lines in the time profile (a4). The time profiles in
the last column are shown for the entire time series, along the line passing through the left ventricle and right ventricle
shown in (a3). We observe that the proposed method provides reconstructions with lower spatial and temporal blurring
compared to other algorithms. Table 1 shows a quantitative comparison of the methods using SER, HFEN, SSIM, and
GPC metrics computed around the cardiac region.
Fig 5:Comparison against free-breathing methods without binning on experimental data: We compare the pro-
posed scheme against low-rank (Schatten p; p = 0.5 norm minimization) approach and the SToRM: SENSE method
in which the Laplacian matrix is estimated from SENSE reconstructions of the undersampled spiral data. Temporal
profiles are also shown for the whole acquisition. We note that the proposed scheme reduces blurring of the spatial
images as well as the temporal profiles. Red dotted rectangles are used to show comparison of a cardiac cycle. In the
low-rank method, transition from the end of diastole phase to the end of systole is not smooth as compared to the other
two methods. The SENSE recovery fo manifold method has more blurring as compared to the proposed method.
Fig 6:Comparison of XD-GRASP and SToRM:Iterative: Since both methods use different reconstruction strate-
gies, we rearrange the images obtained using SToRM into respiratory and cardiac phases, identified by XD-GRASP
self-gating in (b) for direct comparison to the cardiac and respiratory phases reconstructed using XD-GRASP in (a).
We also re-arrange the XD-GRASP recovered frames to form a temporal profile, in the top-row. Specifically, we
constructed a time series by picking the XD-GRASP frames corresponding to the identified cardiac and respiratory
phases. We observe that some of the cardiac/respiratory phases are not well sampled in XD-GRASP due to variable
breathing cycles, resulting in blurring and aliasing artifacts. See phases outlined by green boxes. By contrast, our
soft-binning strategy exploits the similarity between the phases along the time series to reduce these artifacts. The
weight patterns for two frames indicated by the yellow and red arrows are shown in the top row. We note that the
weights are high whenever the frames are similar to the chosen frame; the algorithm combines the information in these
similar frames to obtain high-resolution reconstructions.
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Fig 7:Comparison of the proposed scheme against XD-GRASP. We show the frames from our dataset that closely
match the ones recovered using XD-GRASP. Note that we do not expect a perfect match in anatomy since XD-GRASP
performs an averaging of data within respiratory bins. Three spatial frames are shown, picked from the locations indi-
cated in the temporal profiles with red, green blue lines. The proposed method results in reconstructions with reduced
blurring, compared to XDGRASP. Since both methods are different so we have tried to find the best match at particular
cardiac respiratory states. Therefore, first dataset is in the end-inpiration and second dataset is in the end-expiration.
White arrows are used to show the end systole phase, which is well captured by both methods. Constrast changes and
dark rim on the endocardium can be observed which is due to the cardiac motion and the Gibbs ringing in the variable
density spiral based acquisition (39).
Fig 8:Comparison with breath-held SSFP CINE acquisitions and XD-GRASP reconstructions. The breath-held
data was acquired in the end of inspiration (mean stroke area = 453). The best matching cardiac cycle of the
SToRM:Iterative, the SToRM: Self-Nav and the end-inspiration section XD-GRASP are shown in (a-c). We have
manually segmented (5 segmentations are done) the endocardium boundary including the papillary muscles. The
SToRM: Self-Nav, XD-GRASP and the proposed method follow the breath-held area curve as shown in (d) along with
error bars (manual segmentation variability). However, the XD-GRASP segmentations are observed to slightly over-
estimate the area in systole as shown by (d), while it under estimates the area in diastole. In addition, we note from
the dA/dt plots that the XD-GRASP underestimates the rapid motion of the heart during the mid-systolic phases. The
maximum and minimum values for XD-GRASP are 767±28 and 414±31 (mean stroke area = 275) whereas SToRM:
Iterative shows 790± 50 and 359± 14 respectively (mean stroke area = 431). The SToRM: Self-Nav maximum and
minimum values are 802 ± 40 and 348 ± 18 respectively (mean stroke area = 454). We note that the systole and
diastole XD-GRASP frames exhibit mild blurring.
Fig 9:Comparison between right ventricular (RV) and left ventricular (LV) volumes at expiration and inspiratation
states (10 slices data from apex to base to cover whole heart ) . (a)-(b) show the visual difference between RV and LV
areas at end-expiration and end-inspiration, respectively. (c) shows the LV volume at expiration and inspiration states,
and it is obervered that the expiration state has higher LV volume as compared to the inspiration state, whereas we
have observed opposite trend in RV volume (d). Peak LV volume at expiration =123.1 ml whereas peak LV volume at
inspiration = 119.6 ml. Minimum LV values at expiration and inspiration are 57.6 ml and 55 ml respectively (Expira-
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tion LV stroke volume= 65.5 ml and Inspiration LV stroke volume= 64.6 ml). Peak RV at expiration = 109 ml and
peak RV at inspiration = 115.1 ml. Minimum RV at expiration and inspiration are 65.3 ml and 72.6 ml, respectively.
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Supporting Information Figure S1:A dual density (DD) spiral readout trajectory was rotated by the golden
angle between subsequent TRs for data acquisition. The DD spiral had a fermifunction transition region with a kspace
density of 0.2 times Nyquist for the first 20This density was chosen such that the center of kspace would be approx-
imately fully sampled and the outer region of kspace would have a maximum acceleration factor of approximately 8
for the combination of 5 spiral interleaves.
Supporting Information Figure S2:Comparison of free-breathing methods without binning on experimental
data: We compare the proposed scheme against low-rank approach and the SToRM: SENSE method in which the
Laplacian matrix is estimated from SENSE reconstructions of the undersampled spiral data. Temporal profiles are
also shown for the whole acquisition. Red dotted rectangles are used to show comparison of a cardiac cycle.
Supporting Information Figure S3: Comparison of the proposed scheme against XD-GRASP. We show the
frames from our dataset that closely match the ones recovered using XD-GRASP. Note that we do not expect a perfect
match in anatomy since XD-GRASP performs an averaging of data within respiratory bins. Three spatial frames are
shown, picked from the locations indicated in the temporal profiles with red, green blue lines. The proposed method
results in reconstructions with reduced blurring, compared to XD-GRASP. White arrows are used to show the end
systole phase, which is better captured by our method.
Supporting Information Figure S4:Comparison of the proposed scheme against XD-GRASP. We show the
frames from our dataset that closely match the ones recovered using XD-GRASP. Note that we do not expect a perfect
match in anatomy since XD-GRASP performs an averaging of data within respiratory bins.
Supporting Information Figure S5:Shows the end of systole (ES) and end of diastole (ED) contours at each
slice in 3D view. Blue color shows expiration and orange color represents inspiration.
Supporting Information Video S1:Comparison of the proposed scheme and the XD-GRASP method.
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Figure 1: Outline of the SToRM: Iterative method. Free-breathing and ungated data is acquired using a golden angle
spiral acquisition scheme. The different interleaves of the variable density spiral trajectories that are used to acquire
the data are shown in different colors. To realize a computationally efficient algorithm, we rely on a two-step strategy;
a low-resolution dataset is first recovered, followed by the reconstruction of the high-resolution images. In the first
step, we estimate the Laplacian matrix using an iterative kernel low-rank based method from the central k-space
regions, illustrated with a square. Note that this region is still not fully sampled; we propose to recover all the k-space
samples, and equivalently the low-resolution images, using kernel low-rank regularization. This algorithm solves [6]
by an iterative algorithm that alternates between [8] and the update of the Laplacian specified by [9]. As described
in the text, this iterative strategy yields the Laplacian matrix as a by-product. The Laplacian matrix entries describe
the connectivity of the points of the manifold, with larger weights between similar frames in the dataset. Once the
Laplacian is available, the high-resolution dataset is estimated from all of the k-space samples by solving Eq. [8].
.
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Figure 2: Illustration of the two-step algorithm and variation of image quality with iterations. The SToRM: Iterative
algorithm relies on kernel low-rank minimization to recover the low-resolution images, and in the process estimates
the Laplacian matrix. (a) zero-filled low-resolution image, corresponding to the first iteration of the kernel low-rank
algorithm. The image is recovered using [8], where the Laplacian matrix is estimated from a SENSE recovered low-
resolution dataset. The use of this Laplacian matrix yields the high-resolution image, shown in (d). Note that both
(a) and (d) ((d) is a full resolution version of (a) ) suffer from blurring artifacts, corresponding to unresolved motion.
(b)&(e). High and low-resolution images corresponding to the second iteration. (c)&(f). High and low-resolution
images corresponding to the fifth iteration. Note that the the spiral artifacts are significantly attenuated, while the
image also suffers from less blurring in (b) and (d). Red arrows are employed to pinpoint the reduction in blurring
artifacts as we increase the number of iterations.
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Figure 3: Comparison of different SToRM schemes: SToRM:Self-Nav (29), which estimates the manifold structure
from k-space navigators the proposed SToRM-Iterative scheme, which relies on central k-space regions to estimate
the manifold structure and SToRM: SENSE, where the manifold structure is estimated from SENSE recovered central
k-space regions. Three spatial frames are shown, selected from the locations indicated in the temporal profiles with
red, green, and blue lines. In this experiment, we have observed that the proposed SToRM-Iterative method gives com-
parable spatial and temporal quality as compare to the SToRM-Self-Nav without compromising sampling efficiency.
We note that SToRM-SENSE has significant spatial blurring, resulting from the poor estimate of the Laplacian matrix.
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Figure 4: Performance of the algorithm using a simulated short-axis cardiac cine dataset. We compare the low-rank
algorithm (b1-b3), SToRM: SENSE method (c1-c3), and the proposed method (d1-d3). Each scheme is compared
against the original dataset (a1-a3). This dynamic dataset is retrospectively undersampled using a golden angle spiral
sampling pattern. Three cardiac phases are picked from each reconstruction method and correspond to end of systolic,
mid phase, and end of diastolic as shown by red, yellow, and green lines in the time profile (a4). The time profiles in
the last column are shown for the entire time series, along the line passing through the left ventricle and right ventricle
shown in (a3). We observe that the proposed method provides reconstructions with lower spatial and temporal blurring
compared to other algorithms. Table 1 shows a quantitative comparison of the methods using SER, HFEN, SSIM, and
GPC metrics computed around the cardiac region
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Figure 5: Comparison against free-breathing methods without binning on experimental data: We compare the pro-
posed scheme against the low-rank (Schatten p; p = 0.5 norm minimization) approach and the SToRM: SENSE
method in which the Laplacian matrix is estimated from SENSE reconstructions of the undersampled spiral data.
Temporal profiles are also shown for the whole acquisition. We note that the proposed scheme reduces blurring of the
spatial images as well as the temporal profiles. Red dotted rectangles are used to show comparison of a cardiac cycle.
In the low-rank method, the transition from the end of diastole phase to the end of systole is not as smooth as in the
other two methods. The SENSE recovery of manifold method has more blurring as compared to the proposed method.
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Figure 6: Comparison of XD-GRASP and SToRM:Iterative: Since both methods use different reconstruction strate-
gies and for direct comparison to the cardiac and respiratory phases reconstructed using XD-GRASP in (a). We
rearrange the images obtained using SToRM into respiratory and cardiac phases, identified by the XD-GRASP bin-
ning approach (b). We also rearrange the XD-GRASP recovered frames to form a temporal profile in the top row.
Specifically, we constructed a time series by selecting the XD-GRASP frames corresponding to the identified cardiac
and respiratory phases. We observe that some of the cardiac/respiratory phases are not well sampled in XD-GRASP
due to variable breathing cycles, resulting in blurring and aliasing artifacts. See the phases outlined by green boxes.
By contrast, our soft-binning strategy exploits the similarity between the phases along the time series to reduce these
artifacts. The weight patterns for the two frames indicated by the yellow and red arrows are shown in the top row.
We note that the weights are high whenever the frames are similar to the chosen frame; the algorithm combines the
information in these similar frames to obtain high-resolution reconstructions.
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Figure 7: Comparison of the proposed scheme against XD-GRASP. We show the frames from our dataset that closely
match the ones recovered using XD-GRASP. Note that we do not expect a perfect match in anatomy since XD-GRASP
performs an averaging of data within respiratory bins. Three spatial frames are shown, selected from the locations
indicated in the temporal profiles with red, green and blue lines. The proposed method results in reconstructions with
reduced blurring, compared to XDGRASP. Since the methods are different we tried to find the best match at particular
cardiac respiratory states. Therefore, the first dataset is in the end-inpiration and the second dataset is in the end-
expiration. White arrows are used to show the end systole phase, which is well captured by both methods. Constrast
changes and the dark rim on the endocardium can be observed, which are due to the cardiac motion and the Gibbs
ringing in the variable density spiral based acquisition (39).
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Figure 8: Comparison with breath-held SSFP CINE acquisitions and XD-GRASP reconstructions. The breath-held
data was acquired in the end of inspiration (mean stroke area = 453). The best matching cardiac cycle of the
SToRM:Iterative, the SToRM: Self-Nav and the end-inspiration section XD-GRASP are shown in (a-c). We have
manually segmented (5 segmentations are done) the endocardium boundary including the papillary muscles. The
SToRM: Self-Nav, XD-GRASP and the proposed method follow the breath-held area curve as shown in (d) along with
error bars (manual segmentation variability). However, the XD-GRASP segmentations are observed to slightly over-
estimate the area in systole as shown by (d), while it under estimates the area in diastole. In addition, we note from
the dA/dt plots that the XD-GRASP underestimates the rapid motion of the heart during the mid-systolic phases. The
maximum and minimum values for XD-GRASP are 767±28 and 414±31 (mean stroke area = 275) whereas SToRM:
Iterative shows 790± 50 and 359± 14 respectively (mean stroke area = 431). The SToRM: Self-Nav maximum and
minimum values are 802 ± 40 and 348 ± 18 respectively (mean stroke area = 454). We note that the systole and
diastole XD-GRASP frames exhibit mild blurring.
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Figure 9: Comparison between right ventricular (RV) and left ventricular (LV) volumes at expiration and inspiratation
states (10 slices data from apex to base to cover whole heart ) . (a)-(b) show the visual difference between RV and LV
areas at end-expiration and end-inspiration, respectively. (c) shows the LV volume at expiration and inspiration states,
and it is obervered that the expiration state has higher LV volume as compared to the inspiration state, whereas we
have observed opposite trend in RV volume (d). Peak LV volume at expiration =123.1 ml whereas peak LV volume
at inspiration = 119.6 ml. Minimum LV values at expiration and inspiration are 57.6 ml and 55 ml respectively
(Expiration LV stroke volume= 65.5 ml and Inspiration LV stroke volume= 64.6 ml). Peak RV at expiration = 109
ml and peak RV at inspiration = 115.1 ml. Minimum RV at expiration and inspiration are 65.3 ml and 72.6 ml,
respectively.
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